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Seaside carnage as Illegal party
descends on Greatstone
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Hythe
Market
deemed a
‘reasonable’
success
by Andrew South
The travelling circus of
food markets trundled into
Hythe at the weekend
amidst fears about the
safety of the event in the
current Covid climate. The
Hythe Food & Drink
Festival was rebranded as
the Hythe Summer Market,
with traders coming from
across the south east.
The event was organised by
Zoom Events, an event
marketing business based in
Peterborough which
promotes and arranges a
couple of dozen similar
events across the country.
“I think that given the various
factors surrounding this
event, I think we can call it a
‘reasonable’ success,”
organiser Paul Kennedy told
me on Sunday. “Naturally
some people are against
Continued page 3
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By David Wimble the beach, followed by
hundreds of cars.
Despite both Police and the
By 5 pm the roads were
becoming impassable, with
District council warning
cars being parked across
organisers not to go ahead
pavements and in people
with a planned beach party
driveways.
to commemorate Jamaican
Many locals took to social
independence day, over 2000
media, explaining how they
revellers descended on
Greatstone last Sunday
evening.
Revellers started to arrive
throughout the day, mixing
with other beach goers on,
what was one of the hottest
days of the year. But from
3pm onwards busses
Photo Kirsten Terry
carrying hundreds of people
Hundreds of Nitrus gas canisters
started making their way to
discarded all over the streets

felt ‘Under Siege’ within their
own homes, with some being
threatened.
Kent police mounted a large
response to the event and set
up a command centre at the
Varne Boat Club, with police
mixing with the revellers.
One local told The Looker; “It
is like Notting Hill Carnival, at
first people were nice and
polite, but then around 8pm
things were getting out of
hand. We felt like prisoners in
our own homes, we could not
get out of our driveway,
because a minibus was just
parked across it. People were
defecating in gardens. It was
horrendous!”
Continued page 2
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The event was marketed by a south
London company called Event Bright,
who marketed the event as “The
Flavour Boss Beach Cookout” and with
the companies website stating that the
2000 tickets, priced at £27.50 had all
sold out.
The party had originally been planned
for Camber Sands, but Rother District
Council and East Sussex police,
informed the organisers that this would
not be allowed.
Folkestone and Hythe District Council,
working with Kent police, soon
responded, when posts on social media
started appearing, informing revellers
that Greatstone was the new venue for
the party.
The District Council and Police then also
contacted the organisers to inform them
that an event of this size would not be
permitted within the district, as it would
clearly be hard to control social
distancing and raised fears over Health
Marsh Litter picking group said: “this
and safety.
was totally irresponsible, these people
have no regard for our beautiful
beaches or the people who have to live
here. No one is against people coming
to the beach, but this is absolutely
ridiculous. I hope the organisers are
prosecuted”. Amongst the rubbish being
cleared up were hundreds of empty
bottles of Nitrous Oxide.
Social Media was alive with comments
about the event, with some early posts
stating, that it was doing no harm, but
this suddenly turned into a torrent of
posts about the fact that people were
being abused and that many of the
people, were ‘so out of their heads’
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Organisers then posted online stating
that the event would be moved. When
our editor spoke to one of the revellers,
he said: ‘we were told that we would be
given a new destination for the party, but
yesterday morning we all had text
messages stating that the party was
going to be held at Greastone.’
As the night went on, reports on social
media claimed that fights broke out
between rival gangs who were selling
cannisters of ‘Happy Crack’ which is a
form of nitrous oxide. Along with
cannabis. When our editor tried to drive
along the coast road at around 6pm, he
said:” It was absolute chaos, cars were
just almost abandoned to the point it
was single file traffic. There was a
strong smell of cannabis in the air and at
that time police were very present, but
completely outnumbered by party
goers”.
The morning after the event, Locals
helped to clear the beach, with
volunteers arriving at the beach from
5.30am. One member of the Romney
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events at the moment, so there has been some negativity about
it. We only had the go-ahead seven days before, and I think
some people will have gone away, so August was not the best
time to hold the market.”
Certainly, the atmosphere in the stifling heat at the weekend
was somewhat subdued, with the lone musician doing his
hardest to veer from the melancholic air. However, hundreds
turned out during the hottest weekend of the year so far at a
time when the district is on a Government target list for part two
of a potential lockdown.
The annual Food & Drink Festival has become part of Hythe’s
July calendar of events, which Mr Kennedy would have
preferred.

Photo Kirsten Terry

when they left that they would have
been to intoxicated to drive.
One post stated that police looked on as
people blatantly smoked Cannabis in
front of them and stated “The Police,
cannot win this one, If they try and put a
stop to the party, the whole, Black Lives
Matter brigade, will bang on about their
human rights, but clearly the party
people do not give a stuff about the
people who had to put up with this
disruption”.
Reports that two police officers were
injured, with one being stabbed and
another hit by a car, were
unsubstantiated as we went to press.
The Looker would like to Publicly Thank
all the volunteers, who spent hours
clearing up the aftermath of this event
and hope that the Police and council put
measures in place to stop this from
happening again.
The Looker went to print at 9am on
Monday morning and at the time has not
had a response from Kent Police or the
District Council, relating to the
organisers, being prosecuted for going
against the order not to have a
gathering.

“But we have to help the economy to turn, and so we have to
take risks with that. The District Council was content and I think
most of the traders will have left with a small profit,” he said.
The Council’s Head of Paid Services, Susan Priest had sought
to allay fears before the event.
“We are aware that some residents were concerned about the
market,” she told The Looker, “but the Health & Safety
submissions to us from the organisers gave us no reason to
prevent it from going ahead.
“We have asked that council staff on duty regularly visit to
advise if there appears to be blatant disregard for personal
safety and I will flag observations with those managers.
The organiser of the ‘We Love Hythe Food Festival’, Hemanshu
Patel expressed some scepticism about the timing of the event,
on the opening day of the Summer Market.
“We decided to cancel our Food Festival [held in similar
exceptional weather in 2019], which was due to take place over
the August Bank Holiday, because of the current situation, and I
think it might be too early for an event like this to take place –
but I wish them well…”
Paul Kennedy was not immune to concerns about the event.
“I lost my father-in-law to Covid-19 in April, so I am well aware of
the sensitivities which could arise around the Market,” organiser
Paul Kennedy told me. “We have cancelled some other events
in locations where we felt the visitors would not be as socially
conscientious, but we felt that the site made it possible to
manage visitors safely.”
However, the New Romney Sausage & Cider Festival – also
organised by Zoom Events - scheduled to take place on August
21st-23rd has been cancelled at the behest of New Romney Town
Council.
Oh, for normality to return in 2021..!

Under the original management Of Mr Jim Buck
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EDITOR’S WORD
Welcome to Issue 255
As I was just starting to write this week’s
edition, it occurred to me that ten years ago I
decided to launch The Looker. I had no idea if it
would work or not, but took the bold step to find
out. I contacted a number of friends who had
businesses and started putting the first edition
together.
It was quite a daunting task, but our first edition
came out in early September, 2010 little did I
know that a decade later it would become the
most read publication in our part of Kent!
We are planning a bumper issue for our tenth
anniversary edition and would love to hear your
views, good or bad about what you like, what
you don’t like and what you would like to see in
the paper that we don’t currently cover.
It has been lovely having a shop again in Hythe
with people coming in to pick up their copies of
the paper – especially those who have come
from far and wide to enjoy our amazing weather
and fantastic beaches - and also having a chat
about what’s going on across the district, so
please do not feel that you have to buy sweets
to visit our office (which just happens to be in a
sweet shop!)
If you are reading this copy and expecting to
read about the latest influx of illegal migrants
crossing the Channel, you will find the only
reference in this column.
Last week we saw the largest influx in a single
day with 255 arriving, and many more
attempting the crossing over the weekend with
calm seas and good weather,
The Looker has been following this story for
three years, and some readers may remember
that I have been interviewed a number of times
on the BBC, ITV and SKY news about the
subject. Until governments do something to
address this situation, this will be a recurring
story for years to come – the solution must be
out there, somewhere!
In the past few weeks I have found myself
deleting so-called friends from social media, not
because I do not necessarily agree with their
views - and I am all for freedom of speech - but
I cannot abide some of the racist comments
that they are only too quick to post about
‘sinking boats mid-Channel’!
These flippant comments might just be the
latest in a long running negative narrative, and
designed to spark conversation, but I do not
wish to be associated with people who are
racist, homophobic or anyone who wants to
spread hatred.
The Looker’s philosophy is to promote the good
in our district - and call out the bad.
Best wishes,

David Wimble
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Folkestone’s
musical heritage
at risk
By Jan Holben
Music has been at the heart of
Folkestone going back more than 100
years. 1902 saw the creation of the
Leas Club, The Leas, Folkestone which
was recently included by Historic
England as having ‘listed building’
status and is described as a ‘rare
example of a purpose built Edwardian
high class tearoom and its poignant
evocation of troops departing for France
in World War I and early-20th century
popular entertainment’. This musical
heritage has continued through the
decades with a recent blue plaque
addition, for the Wasted Rock Rangers,
outside a new venue called the ‘Tin &
Tap Room’ (was Googies) at
Rendezvous Street, Folkestone.

Luxembourg or their parents Dansette
record player. Many would give up
quickly because those wire guitar
strings hurt young fingers.

new members and a new name. Some
local bands included; The Lonely Ones,
The Doltons, The Sundowners, The
Cheetahs then becoming Neil Landon
and the Burnettes, The Vostoks, The
Avengers, The Nothings (!), The
Checkers, The Trespassers to name but
a few. Some bands played in
Folkestone and outside the town at local
venues, pubs or coffee bars, some
bands went on to become professional.

Some persevered and went on to join a
local band – and play in a local venue
where live bands played. There were
several venues where you could listen
to live bands – ‘Tofts’, which was run by
Harold and Doris Toft, next to the Old
Pleasure Gardens theatre in the West
End of Folkestone – groups played
there in the late 1960’s – the original
Fleetwood Mac being one.
Close to ‘Tofts’ in Dover Road was the
‘Empress Ballroom’ where, on a Sunday
night, some of the London bands would
play. Almost above the Empress
Ballroom was a smaller venue known as
The Hillside. The Leas Cliff Hall, another
venue that used to feature well known
bands – the Rolling Stones played there
in the early 1960’s.

The main music shop in Folkestone was
called ‘Golden & Wind’ in Tontine Street
– they sold mostly guitars, records and
sheet music. Across the road there was
a record shop with a good selection of
The pandemic has affected so many
businesses, some harder than others – records, they also had little sound
grass roots music venues which closed booths where you could listen to the
since March are perhaps amongst those records. Later the shop also started
selling guitars and amplifiers.
which are hit hardest and the owners
are left worried about if they will ever be
able to open again, and wondering what Guitar instrumentals were all the thing in
the early sixties, tunes by The
will gigs be like in the post Covid era.
Shadows, Duane Eddy and Bert
Going back to the 1950’s in Folkestone Weedon were frequently in the charts –
– young aspiring musicians would have Bert Weedon produced a guitar tutor
book called ‘Play In a Day’ which was a
taught themselves how to play the
popular for anyone buying their first
guitar – which in those days was
guitar.
perhaps not considered by schools to
be a ‘proper’ musical instrument such
New local bands would form until a
as the violin or piano. The aspiring
member would develop other interests –
musicians would have had to teach
perhaps a new girl friend or work taking
themselves by listening to Radio
over, with the band then reforming with

On July 18, the Government confirmed
that from 1st August, music venues,
theatres and
other
performance
spaces would
be allowed to
host indoor
gigs with
socially
distanced
audiences.
However
these plans
hinged on
whether the
country was
able to control transmission of
coronavirus. At the end of July it was
confirmed that ONS had recorded an
increase in cases and as a result the
restarting of indoor performances was
to be postponed for at least two weeks
(mid-August).
Our lives would be much the poorer if
we could not attend venues to hear our
favourite bands – a recent survey
suggested that almost a third of festival
goers would happily return to a music
event as soon as the restrictions were
removed. These music venues need our
support and some venues are taking
donations – if your favourite venue is
part of this scheme go to its website and
social media pages as it may be running
an online fundraising campaign.
Importantly, do your best to keep
transmission of Covid-19 to a minimum
– wash hands, wear a mask in public
areas if you can, keep social distancing.
The pandemic has not gone away – and
we may not see the end of it for months
– so if you would like life to return to
‘normal’ whatever that means – do your
best too keep transmission of Covid-19
down.

Put your
thoughts in
the picture
for unique
photo project

be a positive project, not
focussing on the negative. I
want to draw out the
humanity and emphasise
that they are ‘real people’!

“There is definitely
something attractive about
seaside resorts which
prompted this idea. I will be
by Andrew South
using actual film [as
opposed to digital formats],
It may have come to your
and I want to have that
attention that opinions
1980s feel, full of colour
on a wide variety of
which is so characteristic of
aspects of our daily lives
the seaside. It will primarily
have become
be a conversation with the
increasingly disparate.
University in Belfast – a city subject…”
Far from the
which has itself
Rob is seeking volunteers
Government’s aspiration experienced it’s fair share
from across the district to
to ‘bring the country
of divided opinions,” Rob
take part in this project
together’, we appear to
told me by ‘phone. “We
between August 17th and
have become more
have a home in Hythe, and
September 6th. He has
divided than ever – the
I have detected some very
only issue which seemed strong tensions in the local identified 95 iconic sites
from Folkestone to Hythe
to genuinely provoke
community on a variety of
and across Romney Marsh,
some national unity was
issues, whether its Black
where he will take pictures
outrage over the visit by
Lives Matter or multiin natural light, although he
a government adviser,
cultural divides – and Brexit
is open suggestions or
who drove from London
is part of that as well.
other locations. He
to Durham to have his
eyes tested at a nearby
“The image will be head to believes he will need
around 40 to 50 people to
castle…
foot, with the subject
complete the project, the
holding an object which
Realising the range of
tells something about their aim of which will be an art
opinion which divides the
point of view – it will act as exhibition at some point,
nation, mature student Rob a ‘punctum’ [which the
and longer term, a possible
Stead, decided to create a dictionary informs us is ‘a
photographic book.
project which requires the
small, distinct point’,
“It’s certainly going to be
input of opinionated
among a plethora of other
something of a voyage of
individuals across the
definitions.]”
discovery!” concludes Rob.
district. He is looking for
volunteers to have their
The idea is that the viewer
So if you have a robust
picture taken with an object of the picture is ‘teased’ by
opinion on any aspect of
or artefact which reflects
the object, and how the
our present or future life,
their hopes, concerns or
punctum presenter may
you will find more about
opinion, of whatever hue.
view the future.
this intriguing project at:
“I am currently studying for “It should draw the eye and www.photoproject2020.uk,
or you can e-mail Rob:
a Masters Degree in
intrigue the viewer,” says
rob@photoproject2020.uk
photography at Ulster
Rob. “I really want this to
or call 01303 729759.

Phil Sterling
Garden Service

All it takesis one call for a complete gardenservice,
that is professionalreliable and friendly. Most of all it is
built around your needs, whether my services be weekly,
fortnightly or monthly, Iʼll alwaysgetthejobdone.

• Paving • Driveways • Decking • GrassCutting
• Fencing• Garden Make Over • Garden Walls
• Pruning • Hedge Cutting • Ponds• Tree Work

And muchmore…
Telephone: 01797364952 Mobile: 07548201324
philsterling06@gmail.com
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enquiries@loulabellesflorist.co.uk

33 High St, New Romney, Kent. TN28 8BW

01303 232575 01797 363399
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£5.5 M Boost to
Marsh Economy

(EKSDC) and the Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority’s (NDA)
socio-economic programme.

Prospects for employment in
Romney Marsh have been
given a boost with the
allocation of more than £3.5m
secured by the Kent & Medway
Economic Partnership (KMEP).
This is in addition to more than
£2m already pledged by
Folkestone & Hythe District
Council (F&HDC) and Magnox
for a new business incubator
hub. The latest funds are part
of a £37m allocation of funds
for projects aimed at
stimulating local economies
across Kent.

It will enable growth of local businesses
and provide co-working space for
entrepreneurs who are now operating
more from home and online. The
purpose-built centre will also attract
new companies bringing much-needed
jobs to the area.
Councillor David Wimble, F&HDC
Cabinet Member for Economic
Development, said: This investment is
very welcome, and with the funding
agreement reached for the business
hub it is such good news not just for
New Romney, but the whole of the
Marsh, and shows the continued
support of both the Council and
Magnox to our rural district.

The Romney Marsh Employment Hub
promoted by Folkestone & Hythe
District Council, is one of eight projects
which will receive funding from the UK
Government’s ‘Getting Building Fund’.
The Government has worked closely
with local authorities and local
enterprise partnerships, to produce an
extensive package of measures
designed to drive economic recovery
and ‘get Britain building again’.
The amount of £3,536,466 is from the
Government’s £900m for a range of
‘shovel ready’ local growth projects in
England over the course of this year
and next. The Prime Minister
announced the new fund in his speech
on ‘A New Deal for Britain’ at the end of
June.
The projects were selected by KMEP
for their potential to be delivered
quickly, and also for the size and scale
of their wider economic impact. Around
700 jobs could be created over ten
years in our area as a result of this
investment – and more than 3,600 jobs
in total across Kent and Medway.
The Romney Marsh Employment Hub
aims to build the new £2m business
centre in Mountfield Road in New
Romney, making use of six hectares of
allocated development land. The new
business space should help to mitigate
the effect of job losses from the closure
of Dungeness nuclear power station on
what is already a vulnerable
community.
The business centre has been made
possible through F&HDC securing a
funding package with the East Kent
Spatial Development Company
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“I’ve had to keep quiet about this for
some time, but delighted this news is
now out in the open! The economic
development team has been working
really hard on this for weeks, and this
might dispel some of the rumours that
the District Council has forgotten the
Marsh. Planning is well in-hand and it I
really hope that a start can be made on
this exciting project before the end of
the year. It is a very real opportunity to
create hundreds of very real jobs.”
Council Leader David Monk said: “To
say we are pleased with this
announcement is an under-statement,
we are absolutely delighted! This
funding will enable the service road,
drainage and utilities to be installed on
the land which had been zoned for
employment use.
“It follows the agreement reached to
build the business centre and the
investment brings the prospect of
hundreds of new jobs to an area where
they will be much needed following the
closure of the Dungeness nuclear
power station.”
The county-wide funding also being
invested to improve broadband
connectivity for rural homes and
businesses with currently poor or no
service.
Geoff Miles is Chairman of the KMEP.
“I am delighted by this Government
announcement. COVID-19 presents an
exceptional challenge to the local
economy, with both businesses and
residents impacted,” he told The
Looker. “This is the time for decisive
action and strong leadership, and the
new investment of £37 million into the
county’s infrastructure is an important
step forward in this regard.
“I wish to thank the 14 local council
leaders, further education colleges
principals, university Vice-Chancellors,
and 17 business leaders that make up
KMEP’s membership for working so
diligently to make this announcement a
reality.”
KMEP is part of the local federated
board of the South East Local

Enterprise Partnership (SELEP), for
their ability to be delivered quickly, but
also for the size and scale of their
wider economic impact. SELEP was
equally enthusiastic about the
Government’s announcement.
“We are delighted that government has
recognised the excellent projects and
potential that the South East has to
drive forward our economy at this
challenging time,” said South East LEP
Chair, Christian Brodie said. “These
projects have been carefully selected
to target those areas and industries
particularly vulnerable to COVID-19
and those that can progress, at pace,
to support economic recovery. The
South East LEP has a proven track
record of delivering successful projects
and has been working really closely
with our local areas to understand what
our businesses need and where
investment will have significant impact.
“Over the last few months, the LEP has
been providing support to local
businesses. Our Growth Hubs have
been providing advice to struggling
businesses and directing businesses to
funding support. We have also been
reworking our own existing funding
pots to create new COVID-19 funds for
businesses, infrastructure investment
and skills training.
“We truly believe that the South East
will help lead the country out of the
crisis and into recovery. The Getting
Building Fund provides the next phase
of financial stimulus to restart our
economy.”
Folkestone & Hythe MP, Damian
Collins is aware of the importance of
this funding in view of the decommissioning of the power station,
one of the biggest employers in the
area whose closure in 2028 will
inevitably lead to job losses.
“This announcement means 20 new
businesses will be able to set up locally
before then and bring up local
employment and income. As the land is
already owned by Folkestone & Hythe
District Council, the plans met the PM’s
‘shovel ready’ criteria, and construction
of the business centre starts in the
autumn.
“I believe in the future of the nuclear
industry at Dungeness, and will
continue to campaign for the option of
new generation Small Modular
Reactors (SMEs) on the existing site,
as well as supporting an extension to
the operating life of Dungeness B,
subject to regulatory approval.
However, this announcement means
that in addition to these, the new
Romney Marsh Employment Hub will
support the creation of 700 new jobs
for the area. This is the start of an
exciting new chapter for Romney
Marsh, part of the nationwide effort to
Get Britain Building and level up the
economy.”
Further information can be found on
the ‘News’ page of the Council website:
www.folkestone-hythe.gov.uk.

Quick and easy process for
‘Community Funding’
Community projects across the Folkestone & Hythe district
are set to benefit from up to £90,000 of funding from ward
councillors.
Folkestone & Hythe District Council (F&HDC) is launching its
ward budget scheme for 2020/21 – with each of the
authority’s 30 councillors having £3,000 to allocate to local
organisations.
And to make the process even simpler, applicants can now
send bids to their representatives by completing an easy-to
understand online form. This can be found here: folkestonehythe.gov.uk/community/community-funding/ward-budget
Cllr.Jenny Hollingsbee, F&HDC Cabinet Member for
Communities, said: “More than 80 organisations benefited
from the scheme in 2019/20. Many of the successful
community projects would not have been possible without
the funding they received. The new online application form
will make the process quicker for local groups already doing
so much for their communities. I am sure our councillors are
already looking forward to receiving a wide range of different
bids.”
Projects to have received support from the scheme in the
last year include Folkestone Festivals, Seapoint Canoe
Centre and CARM (Caring All Together on Romney Marsh).

Telephone:
0800 032 2699
T: 01797 342196
M: 07928 534555
e:arter269@btinternet.com
w: www.parterandsonbuilders.co.uk

The Annexe, Sunnyside,
Old House Lane, Brookland,
New Romney TN29 9RN

Click here for a full breakdown of those eligible to apply.
Applications can be made to ward councillors – who will
determine whether bids are successful or otherwise – until
all of their budget has been allocated.
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Busy
Beavers
Beaver Their
Way
Through
Lockdown!

will be great to have the
Beavers back in the HQ.

that there is no cross
contamination, knife skills and
especially why we need to
keep our hands clean. Bertie
is to be congratulated and I
am looking forward to trying
out his culinary skills at our
next camp.

worked on several badges
over the lockdown, been
awarded Star of the Week at
school and set up his very
own Camp David!! Well
done!

Beavering away, during
lockdown 1st New Romney
Beavers have been earning
badges to be collected when
Scouting returns after the
summer break. The spotlight
is on Beavers Bertie, David
and Harley who collected an
impressive number of
badges.
Penny, AKA Beaver Leader
Ringtail, reports.
All the Beavers have been
engaged in our virtual
programme since March and
the results speak for
themselves. Beavers have
worked extremely hard and
completed several badges
including Chef;
Photographer; Animal Carer
and taken part in virtual street
parties, camps and hikes.
Their commitment has been
amazing and we are very
proud of them for continuing
the Scouting Adventure from
home. They are busy during
the Summer with newly
designed Beaver Challenge
Programme. We hope it
won’t be too long before we
can start on the Autumn
Programme which includes a
number of exciting events. It

Bertie has been busy making
tin foil parcels filled with
potatoes, mushrooms,
onions, peppers and bacon
cooked on the BBQ; making
pesto pasta salad and a
mexican meal for the family
plus cooking an almond and
cherry, gluten and dairy free
cake. Part of the badge is
finding out about healthy
eating, safety and cleanliness
in the kitchen, making sure

Community hubs help
residents tap into
their artistic talents
Ninety-four-year old Elsie Walton was
frustrated that she had no outlet for the
greetings she loves to create due to her
isolating, but now she has a new way to
enjoy her artistic talent.
The St. Mary’s Bay pensioner has
received an art pack with watercolour
pencils and brushes, together with an
activity sheet designed by the Turner
Contemporary Art Gallery in Margate.
The free packs, put together by Kent
County Council, have been delivered to
people across the Folkestone and Hythe
district by the three Community Hubs.
Run by a team of volunteers, the
Folkestone, New Romney and Hythe
hubs, have been providing vital help to
people isolated due to COVID-19. They
have delivered thousands of hot meals,
collected hundreds of bags of shopping
and telephoned many who were
vulnerable and lonely.
Folkestone & Hythe District Council has

Harley has also remained
with the programme and is
featured on the Kent Scouts
website as a wartime
evacuee, part of the Beaver’s
VE Day commemoration. He
has taken part in 30 Days
Wild, building his own Bug
Hotels, worked on the Cyclist
David has been working really Badge and recently
hard to get his Beavers Book celebrated Country Fayre Day
Reader Activity Badge. He is with a cream tea! WOW –
doing brilliantly and is to be
what a busy time!!
congratulated as he has

been funding the hubs and its Deputy
Leader, Councillor Jenny Hollingsbee,
delivered Elsie’s art pack with Jon
Wilson, Chief Executive Officer of the
Romney Marsh Day Centre - home to the
area’s community support hub, as
featured in The Looker, Issue 254.
“I miss going to the Day Centre very
much but they have been very good at
keeping in touch while we have had to
stay at home,” said Elsie. “I like making
cards so I am looking forward to giving
this art pack a try.”
Included in the art pack is advice about
taking gentle exercise compiled by Kent
Sport.
Councillor Hollingsbee said: “It has been
so lovely to meet Elsie and hear how she
has been supported through her local
community hub. The last four months
have been very difficult for some of our
residents and the community hub
volunteers across the district have been
marvellous in giving their time to provide
essential services.”
Jon Wilson added: “The art pack is a
great idea and I hope it goes some way
to help lift people’s spirits at this very

difficult time for many. The team at the
Romney Marsh Community Support Hub
very much looks forward to seeing the
creativity flow, and the art that will be
created from the people who receive
them.”
As well as the art packs, the community
hubs have been distributing ‘Let’s Create’
activity packs for young people, which
were provided by Arts Council England in
partnership with Kent County Council.
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Keeping CARM
on track for
second-time
around Helen

and looking for something positive to
do.

“We’ve had to train them either by
‘phone or through teleconferencing, as
we decided that communication was
key,” Helen says. “We’ve increased our
quarterly newsletters to monthly
editions, which go to well over 200
By Andrew South people. In the current situation, we’ve
Beginning a new job in the first week been encouraging clients to ‘get arty
and crafty’, perhaps to write poems or
of April was perhaps an unfortunate
just generally get
circumstance to find yourself in, as
lockdown bit hard while office, shop creative.
and catering premises shut down
“Some of these
and self-isolation was a new way of
creative activities
life. But for Helen Mattock, the
can be as simple
incoming Manager of Caring
as colouring-in
Altogether on Romney Marsh
pictures or
(CARM), it presented a not so much
potato-printing.
a learning curve as a vertical wall.
We’ve had to
cope with a
demand for extra
colouring
pencils!”

“All our services were immediately
suspended, but we were quick to
become involved with the Romney
Marsh Community Support Hub, in
helping those who were less able to
look after themselves in the area,”
Helen told me. “More than 50 people
were called every week, who would not
otherwise have necessarily spoken to
anybody else – it was so important for
them to have some sort of social
contact, especially those who had no
family. All of the CARM staff have
continued to work from home, and
meeting on teleconferencing calls.”
Helen’s advantage in the situation was
that this was the second time around
for her involvement with CARM – she
had worked for the charity from 2013 to
2017, so was fully in tune with its aims
to reduce loneliness and isolation
across the Marsh and up to Tenterden.
“The people we have helped have been
right across the area, from our urban
coast to the more remote parts of the
Marsh. We’ve had lots of new volunteer
recruits to help us maintain
communication with our clients; those
who have been furloughed in particular
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With the vast
majority of
CARM’s work
being face-toface - whether its
befriending,
reminiscence
sessions or with
those who gather
at CARM
Meeting Points –
the organisation
is having to adapt to current
circumstances.
“Our team of befrienders are mostly
having to keep in contact with regular
clients by telephone, although some are
able to meet outside and maintain two
metres distance,” says Helen. “But
some are not able to get to their front
door and it can be difficult to hear
through open windows – we are
planning how we can facilitate indoor
visits.
“We have provided care homes who
use our reminiscence services with
guidance on activities which staff can
use with their residents. We must keep
in touch with care homes and other
outlets, as it’s clear that clients are
missing the special benefits we offer to
their residents and day visitors.

“Singing is an important part of our
group activities, but of course these
can’t take place at the moment,
although some of our clients joined in
Carly Bryant’s ‘Wartime Wednesday’
sing-along sessions when she was
broadcasting on-line. The feedback we
have received overall has been largely
positive.”
However, lockdown conditions have
curtailed a vital element of CARM’s
practices.
“Many of our
clients need
re-assurance
in these
difficult
circumstances,
and a simple
hug or a
holding of the
hand can help
immensely, so
we hope that
we can return
to some sort of
normality
soon.”
As well as
encouraging its
clients to
become
creative, the
CARM team
itself has had
to come up
with new and inspirational initiatives to
keep people active, and also engage
with other sections of the community.

already had a wonderful response from

Resource Centre in New Romney, at the
end of last month.

generational project, as well as other new
projects in the future with new partners.”

“This puts us firmly at the heart of the
Marsh community and also with good
access up to Tenterden, so we are
looking forward to establishing ourselves
in our new surroundings,” says Helen.

The perennial issue for all charities is that
of fundraising, and the income of many
has been dramatically hit over the last
few months. CARM is perhaps in a better
situation than most in that much of its
income comes from funding grants from
the likes of National Lottery Fund, the
Kent Community Foundation and the
County Council.

Chris Pollard is Chief Executive of the
Romney Resource Centre.
Brenzett Church of England Primary
School, Benenden Primary School and
St. Nicholas School in New Romney.”

“We are really excited to be welcoming
Helen and her CARM team to their new
So it seems that CARM is managing for
home in our Unit 12,” he told The Looker. the time being, but the next year or so
CARM has also just launched its own
could be challenging as everyone will be
app, where volunteers, clients and others
tightening their belts. It is having to cope
can find a whole host of useful links to
with different types of costs – for
engage with the organisation, find out
example, monthly postage costs have
what they are up to and post creative
gone up from an average £50 to around
works such as art or poetry.
£300, so they remain immensely grateful
to those who donate as individuals or as
One of the activities to be found here
organisations, or undertake challenges to
(and on the website) is the ongoing
help to support their services.
collection of ‘Lockdown Stories’, which
gives people the opportunity to express
“Twenty-year-old Harry Brown raised an
their feelings and recollections of this
amazing £1,883 for CARM in June
strange period. A survey is also in the
walking a mile, when he has cerebral
making to glean opinion about the needs “This has coincided with our excellent
palsy and is mostly confined to a
of the community and how CARM can
collaboration working with CARM on the wheelchair – and his original target was
help.
new three-year inter-generational project £150! [See The Looker Issue 250].”
for communities across the Marsh.
“We are also collecting artworks for a
Remote learning is becoming a crucial
CARM provides an essential service
possible art exhibition next year, which
option to reach people in isolation, and
helping to prevent loneliness and isolation
can be submitted via the app or the
we are really excited about the installation across our district, and it continues to
website.”
of our new 'Digiplex Conference Suite' in seek more volunteers to join them in their
Unit 12, which will be fully operational and mission. First stop for information about
As well as having to adapt to the ‘new
available for hire from mid-September.
their work and opportunities for
normal’, CARM has had to contend with
volunteering can be found at:
an office move from its headquarters in
“This will allow us to work together with
www.carmromneymarsh.org.uk, or you
Appledore to Unit 12 of the Romney
CARM to provide opportunities for remote can call 01233 758122.
learning and engagement for our inter-

“We are instigating an intergenerational project with Romney
Resource Centre which we hope will
bring the younger generation together
with older people to share skills and
experience. For example, the
youngsters can help with technology,
whilst their older compatriots can
advise about more practical activities
such as carpentry, gardening or crafts.
“We are also urging youngsters to get
involved in sending ‘Happy Posts’ to
help to bring a smile to those who are
isolated or lonely – we’re asking
children (or adults) to produce a picture,
a postcard or a poem to be sent to the
CARM office, and we will send them on
to those who need them most. We’ve
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Well It used to be called
Debenhams?

A Journey on the Indian
Pacific Train

By David Wimble

by Robin Whitehead

Folkestone & Hythe District Council has launched a
competition to rename one of Folkestone’s most iconic
buildings.
The competition to re-name the former Debenhams store
was announced on the Council’s website to help rebrand the
building, which closed down at the beginning of the year.
The large empty shop, in Sandgate Road, Folkestone, was
one of four in Kent to shut in January as part of the chain's
downsizing plans.
In March, the vacant Folkestone store was purchased by
Folkestone & Hythe District Council for just over £2m, and
was earmarked as the centrepiece of what will ultimately be
a new town centre for the district.
The authority is planning to transform it into a mixed use
development, which could include a health centre, leisure
facilities, flexible work space and residential properties. The
Council has been working with a consortium of town centre
planners and putting out feelers to any interested
businesses who would like to play a part in the “New Look’
town centre.

heritage for example, or a name that reflects its seaside
location.
"Perhaps it will be a name which represents the town’s
future, or named after someone or something from the
area."

Leader of FHDC Cllr. David Monk added: “We are delighted
to have acquired the building earlier this year and by doing
so, secure its future as a central part of Folkestone’s
The building still remains empty, but a vinyl 'window wrap'
regeneration. We are now seeking a new name to reflect a
designed to promote the struggling town centre was installed new era for this iconic building. We would like to ask the
in the shop in May.
community to help us find a really memorable and
meaningful name for the site and we will consider all
A spokesman for the Council said: "The Council is keen to
suggestions."
hear all ideas - a name inspired by Folkestone’s culture or
A panel of judges will select the winning entry, with the
winner also set to receive £100 as a voucher to spend in a
Folkestone town centre shop of their choice.

Australia is a large country and there is a train
journey that takes you across the country from Perth
to Sydney. The distance is about 2,700 miles and
takes four days. Australia has three main rail
gauges, 3' 6", 5' 3" and standard gauge (see photo).
This difference causes problems for inter-state travel
and the people in Perth felt very isolated. To
persuade Western Australia to join the federation, a
standard gauge line was built to South Australia and
this involved crossing the Nullarbor Plain, a large flat
plateau with only Salt Bush growing. The engineers
laid a completely straight track for 297 miles. To
enable standard gauge trains to run through to
Sydney, an extra rail was laid to standard gauge on
the existing tracks.
The Indian Pacific train starts its journey in Perth and
it needed a lot of space as it was 25 coaches long,
with double-deck flat cars for passengers’ motor cars
on the back. There is Red Kangaroo (2nd) class,
Gold Kangaroo (1st) class, catering cars and crew
accommodation. Catering is in a dining car (see
photo) with waiter service and there is a lounge car
with a bar. An advantage of travelling in the lounge
car is that one can talk to other passengers who use
the service regularly and point out things of interest
along the line.

More details, terms and conditions and an online entry form
can be found at www.folkestoneandhythe.co.uk/debenhamsnaming-competition.
Entries can also be posted to Corporate Communications,
Folkestone & Hythe District Council, Civic Centre, Castle Hill
Avenue, Folkestone CT20 2Q.
Entries should include your name, age (if under 16),
address, daytime telephone number and a brief description
of why you have chosen the name (up to 50 words).
The deadline for entries is Monday, August 31 and the
winner will be unveiled in September.

The first stop after leaving Perth is the mining town
of Kalgoorlie, and it takes about seven hours for the
journey. There are a number of gold mines in the
area, some on the surface and some underground.
On leaving Kalgoorlie, the train heads towards the
Nullarbor Plain and the next stop is Cook in South
Australia (see photo), which is ‘in the middle of
nowhere’. The town was created by the railway as a
place to service the steam locos used on the railway.
It also had a hostel for train crews, a small hospital
and services to support the population, including a
couple of jail cells (see photo), and also a runway for
the ‘Flying Doctor’ service. In steam days when
there were some other smaller service towns, the
railway ran a special service to supply the local
people. It also had a number of tank cars to bring in
large amounts of water as Cook has a very low
rainfall. After Cook, the train continues eastwards
and as we got closer to Port Augusta, we saw more
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signs of human habitation. At Port Augusta we join
an earlier line and proceed southwards to Adelaide.
Adelaide is a lovely city and it is worth spending two
three days there. About two hours bus ride south is
the town of Viktor Harbor, where there is the Steam
Ranger Heritage Railway. One of the two horse
drawn trams in the world (the other is in Douglas,
Isle of Man), take passengers across a causeway to
Granite Island, where there is colony of little
penguins.
Whilst the train is
in Adelaide it is
completely restocked with
food, water and
all the linen is
changed.
When the Indian
Pacific train
leaves Adelaide,
it goes over the same track to Port Augusta, where it
goes northwards to the first stop at Broken Hill in
New South Wales. Because Broken Hill is close to
the border and a long way from Sydney, it uses
South Australia time which is half an hour behind
Sydney’s Eastern time (Perth is two hours behind
Eastern time). Broken Hill is another mining town
(called Silver City which Lydd Airport was named
after) and here the main product is silver, but zinc is
also mined in smaller quantities. Mining continues to
this day and the town has a thriving artistic quarter.
The train departs Broken Hill in the late evening, and
travels through the Blue Mountains and the beautiful
scenery was to be seen when I woke up. There is a
short stop for those who want to visit the area, and
catch another train later. The train arrives in
Sydney’s Central Station mid-afternoon and it can
take some time to get one’s baggage. The train
operates a checked baggage system similar to air
lines because there is not much space in the
sleeping accommodation for a lot of luggage.
Sydney is Australia’s most populous city with many
attractions. The Harbour is very popular with the
Opera House, the ferries and the magnificent
Harbour Bridge. There is a guided tour over the top
of the bridge for those who do not have a fear of
heights. Another way to see the Harbour area is a
flight in a float plane from Rose Harbour, Sydney’s
original air terminal as the site was used by the
Empire flying boats. The flight goes down the
Harbour, then round to Bondi Beach (it looks very
small from the air) and back in the city we get good
views of the bridge and the Opera House.
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Pilgrims Hospices put
Sunflower Memories on
film

Our Man
In Westminster

by Andrew South
As has been well documented in these pages, and in the
pages of just about every other print and social media
outlet, the current pandemic has had a disastrous effect
on businesses, local authorities and visitor attractions.
But amongst all this, charities are experiencing huge
dents in their charitable income this year, and having to
look at innovative ways to try to maintain some level of
revenue.
Pilgrims Hospices has already used the power of the virtual
medium with a tour of Sandling Park, instead of its annual
open day at its stunning gardens, and with spectacular
fundraising success.
The Hospices have now followed this up with a unique
remembrance film to reproduce the important and emotional
impact of its Sunflower Memories event. This would usually be
held in the Hospices gardens at Ashford, Canterbury and
Thanet and holds a special place in the hearts of many people
across east Kent. Hundreds take part every year by dedicating
a sunflower memory marker to their loved ones, and coming
together in the hospice gardens in July to share memories and
celebrate their loved ones lives.
But this year, the charity has put together the UK’s first
Hospice remembrance film which was put together by
Individual Giving Manager, Sara Scriven, with the help of BBC
freelance cameraman, Kerry King from Hythe. The memory
markers were sent to supporters to keep in a special place at
home, and were invited to make a dedication to their loved one
on an online Memory Wall.
Sue Sharp, Income Generation & Marketing Director, was
enthusiastic about the resulting 30-minute film.
“It was important to recreate the essence of the Sunflower
Memories event, and we have been able to present a really
professional film,” Sue told The Looker. “We’ve included
supporters, staff and volunteers who tell their stories and who
also read out some poems. We’ve tried to create a magazine
feel about the film, but in a documentary style.”
The result is a heart-felt and at times emotional journey
through the memories of those who have lost loved ones,

“Souks you sir!” – indoor
market suggestion for empty
Debenhams

Damian Collins

Damian Collins
fused together with the people who have helped them in their
darkest hours. There are beautiful performances from the likes
of the C K Gospel Choir and guitarists Johnny & Nev, and a
lovely contribution from New Romney Town Councillor Briony
Kapoor reading ‘I Am There’ from the site of the old Hope
Church, as well as some useful tips on how to grow sunflowers
from the man who knows. And if the inclusion of Fleetwood
Mac’s Songbird doesn’t get you, then you must have a heart of
solid concrete…
Sara Scriven takes up the story.
“Instead of inviting our supporters into our hospice gardens,
this year we brought Sunflower Memories to them. The film
was months in the making, and we hope it has given our
supporters a real insight into the world of the hospice, and the
extraordinary collaborative effort that helps bring Sunflower
Memories together each year.
“We’re go grateful to the supporters, volunteers and staff who
shared their stories with us as part of this very special
remembrance. With your help, Sunflowers Memories has been
our most successful to date, with over 750 people dedicating a
sunflower to their loved ones.”
At the time of writing, the appeal has raised almost £31,700,
which will help support thousands of patients living with
terminal illness in east Kent.
The film can be viewed on the Pilgrims Hospices
YouTube channel or on its website: www.pilgrimshospices.org/
sunflower, where you can also still dedicate a sunflower
memory marker to someone you love. For more information
contact the Pilgrims Hospices Supporter Relations Team on
01227 782062, or at supporter.relations@pilgrimshospices.org.

be only on a temporary basis.
A number of traders could be accommodated within the
empty store, in a prime location in the centre of the town,
although the idea may not be particularly well received by
other retailers.
However, while the idea of an indoor market may fill a gap
by Andrew South temporarily, plans for the future of the grand old building are
still being developed.
Many people will remember the pleasure derived from
"We are working with a whole range of organisations on
bartering with a native in north African or Middle East
plans to redevelop the building and ensure it plays a role in
indoor markets. The satisfaction of knocking down a
the future of the town centre,” said Cllr. Monk. "Covid has
trader from 50 Tunisian dinars to 20 for a souvenir plate
had an impact on timing for this, but the town centre is a key
can be euphoric, even though the item in question may
part of our recovery plans.
well have been worth 2.5 dinars - but in our hearts, the
memory is priceless…
However, the experience could become a more regular
occurrence if a suggestion from district Council Leader, David
Monk comes to fruition.
The idea came to the fore during the latest Question & Answer
session hosted by Cllr. Monk in response to a question from
Cllr. Jackie Meade who asked about plans for the site since it
was bought by the Council in March for £2m.
“I am actually looking into bringing forward something for the
interim use and going out to consultation on that. I will stress
interim use as it is the intention that the purchase will give us
a return. There has been a lot of talk about a souk or
something like that."
A souk is an indoor market where customers can find just
Folkestone’s Debenhams store was one of four to close in
about anything they don’t need, which are particularly
popular tourist traps in north Africa and the Middle East. This Kent as part of its money-saving plans, the others being in
Chatham, Ashford and Canterbury.
must be something the district’s diverse population would
surely embrace with enthusiasm, albeit that it seems sadly to All we can add is watch that space on the corner of
Sandgate Road…
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Last week the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government has announced over £3.5million in new
funding to support the creation of the Romney Marsh
Employment Hub. This will be a new business centre on
the Marsh which will support the creation of 700 new jobs.
It will be delivered by the government’s new ‘Getting
Building Fund’ which is making £900million available for a
range of ‘shovel ready’ local growth projects in England
over the course of this year and next.

Romney Marsh Tyres
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Old Romney, Kent TN29 9SY
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Just enter your registration for our auto
tyre selector and get the best deal on a
new tyre for your car

The fund is designed to enable local areas to invest in
priority infrastructure projects, driving up local economic
growth and jobs. The nuclear industry at Dungeness is one
of the biggest employers in the area, but the current
decommissioning of Dungeness A power station and the
planned closure of Dungeness B in 2028 could lead to
future jobs loses, when that work is completed. Of course,
it’s also possible that Dungeness B could be granted a
further extension to its operating license, and when it does
eventually stop generating electricity, which might not be
well into the 2030s, the station will go through its own
lengthy decommissioning process. For the land at
Dungeness A, I have also proposed that this could be used
as a location for research and development into the new
technology of small modular reactors (SMRs). These could
be established on land that has already been
decommissioned at Dungeness and sit within the existing
nuclear site. Rolls Royce is leading the development of
SMRs in the UK, looking to adapt the technology used to
power nuclear submarines to create electricity for homes
and businesses. I have recently written to the Energy
Minister recommending the suitability of Dungeness for
SMRs and suggesting that accelerating government
investment into this technology could be another ‘shovel
ready’ project for them to back.
Last Monday the Department for Digital, Culture, Media
and Sport also opened up the Cultural Recovery Fund for
applications. This is part of the £1.57billion that the
government has made available to support arts and culture
following the introduction of the coronavirus restrictions.
Organisations can apply for grants from £10,000 to
£3million, before the deadline of 17th August. The
government will aim to assess applications and make
decisions by the end of September, for applications up to
£1million. The fund is principally there to benefit
organisations that will be unable to open to the public and
generate their own income, as a consequence of the
coronavirus social distancing measures. Organisations that
run cultural events, as well as those operating buildings
like theatres and museums will be able to apply to this
fund. You can find out more information about how to
apply, and if your organisation is likely to qualify for
funding, through the website heritagefund.org.uk
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Three Hills Sports Park
swaps community role

We wanted to make special mention of these stalwarts of
the local community, because having known them both since
they first arrived in ‘The Bay’ nearly 30 years ago, the pair
have worked tirelessly to deliver a business that helps the
small community, and always with a welcoming smile.
Additionally, over the past 10 years both Neil and Stella
By David Wimble have supported The Looker, and have always been happy to
help with our fundraising events, by selling tickets or
calendars.
After 30 years of serving the people of St Mary’s Bay, Neil
and Stella Patel have decided it’s time to take a well
The Looker asked the couple for their comments at this
deserved early retirement.
momentous time, Neil told The Looker: “Stella and I would
like to take this time to inform our friends and customers that
after almost 30 years we have sold our shop. This business
has been a part of our lives for so long and it’s difficult to
give up. However, we are looking forward to an early
retirement and spending some time with our girls.”

30 years of supplying the
community Neil and
Stella retire

by Andrew South
In Issue 254, we looked at the work being undertaken by
the team of volunteers at the New Romney Community
Hub during the ongoing pandemic. In this edition, we
went to the other end of the district’s spectrum, to the
more urban environment of Folkestone’s Community
Hub, which has been organised from the Three Hills
Sports Park.
pulling together to make life less difficult than it was, or may
yet once again become.
“We have to say a big ‘thank you’ to Morrisons supermarket
next door, who were great in giving our volunteers priority to
buy essential shopping for those who needed it,” says Amy.
“But there were others who also played a part in helping us
get started as well, such as Bigjigs Toys who provided the
‘phone system for the call centre, David Payne Carpets and
Kent Fire & Rescue.
“At first, we were inundated with so many offers of volunteer
help that we simply didn’t have time to process all of them!”
an ebullient Amy Bumstead, Events & Bookings Manager at
the Park, told me. “We recruited 30 ‘regular’ volunteers and
another 50 who were available to come in when needed,
including actress and local resident, Jessica Hynes, who was
a natural!”
The volunteers manned the call centre, but others were
involved in a wide range of supporting roles - delivering
shopping, collecting prescriptions, putting bins out and even
dog-walking. Contact calls aimed to reassure people that
they were not alone, and often they were from older people
who just wanted a chat.
“Some of the volunteers have taken some very difficult calls,
of course. The lockdown affected people in different ways,
and some were very depressed, to the point of being
suicidal. Others had concerns about how to get to a
foodbank, but while our training was limited, we have had
brilliant offers of help from local counsellors and the
Samaritans.”
There have been some lighter-hearted moments, although it
seems that whatever help is offered, it is impossible to
please all the people all of the time.
“Other calls have at least given us some laughs. One caller
complained that the spring greens we delivered were ‘not
green enough’, and another that their organic olive oil ‘was
not organic enough’!”

He went on to say: “We want to take the time to thank all of
our loyal customers, who have supported us though some
very rough times. Also, I’d like to thank the new customers
who were torn between the two shops, yet attempted to use
both. Additionally, we would like to thank our staff, past and
present. We have had some wonderful people work for us
over the years, and a lot of them became a part of our
family. I’d like to give a special mention to Tony, who was
part of the furniture in the shop for a very long time.
Lastly, we reserve a very special thanks to our paperboys
and papergirls. These people worked whatever the weather
and everyday throughout the year. A lot of them who moved
away are still in touch with us and always pop in to the shop
when they are in the area.”

“Oh Crumbs!
catering service
provided Meals on
Wheels, and
McDonalds has also
helped with
emergency
deliveries. We were
even able to
organise the delivery
of a 90th birthday
cake, as the family
wasn’t able to be there, of course.”

He finished by saying: “We’ll miss everyone dearly and the
community will always be a very special place to us.”
The Looker would like to say a huge thank you to Neil and
Stella and we hope you enjoy your retirement.

With the easing of restrictions – although at the time of
writing, this seems to be in the balance – the Community
Hub operation is being scaled down, although still very much
keeping going. Three Hills Sports Park is now carefully
opening its facilities to members and the public once again,
including football and cricket.
“We really want people to get fit again, as that is a great way
of keeping healthy and avoiding illness,” adds Amy. Have a
look at www.threehillssportspark.co.uk for further information
or call 01303 846020.
But for support from the Folkestone Community Hub, e-mail:
covid-19@3hsp.co.uk, or call 01303 316186.

But overall, it seems that the Community Hub has been a
fine example of local organisations and businesses - such as
the Citizens Advice Bureau and Kent Coast Volunteering -
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me. Without getting an answer, it will go to the next
volunteer and so on. Well, that was an anti-climax! I thought
By Mei Joan Guyll
to myself.
Four days later, the siren blared again. I phoned the number
I saw an online news article that an NHS charity required
given and spoke to a lady who was originally from
volunteers in March 2020. This was at the start of the CovidBangladesh. She sounded nice but lonely. My active
19 pandemic. They set a target of 250,000 people. Within 24
imagination created all sorts of likely and unlikely scenarios
hours, the target was exceeded and they raised it to
– maybe she had an abusive husband? Maybe she was
750,000. I decided to join them.
locked up in her flat, unable to go out? Maybe she was
I wanted to be a telephone chat volunteer. After being
suicidal? Anyway, after a few minutes of chatting, she said
vetted, I received a message to download a Responder App
she was OK and didn’t need help. So I said goodbye and
and familiarised myself with everything I had to do. That was
reported on the App that I had managed to contact the
th
on the 25 of March. To be honest, I was a little
person and she didn’t need any help. My task was
apprehensive. There was very little information. But I did see
completed.
that within my area (the App had a map of the number of
We’re in August now, five months after I first signed up to be
people around me who had also volunteered), there were
an NHS Responder. I’d since spoken to six people, the
quite a few like-minded souls.
youngest being the Bangladeshi lady with a seven-year old
daughter and the oldest was a man who was 97.
The best thing about it was that I am getting to know people
from all walks of life. Some chats were interesting – they
shared about where they lived, what they did in their lives
and most of all their loves. I also heard heart-breaking
stories of some losing their spouse after years of marriage
and most are house-bound. A lady of 91 said she couldn’t
stand and her fanlight windows were too high – so she
couldn’t call out to the ice-cream van when it came around. I
felt really sorry for her and managed to contact the NHS
Responder team to request that her case be referred on, to
obtain additional help such as a volunteer shopper. I would
have done it but she lives nearly 300 miles away.
So I made sure that I was “on duty” and I could show myself
I love doing this because I love talking to people. Thank you
on the map, my first name and also my profile picture.
NHS Volunteer Responder programme. I definitely think this
So, I waited and waited, as the number of volunteer hours
is a winner!
went from hour to hour until I reached 1748 without a single
call. After more than three months of non-activity, I was
beginning to doubt that I’d ever be called.

NHS Responder

Then one day on the 2nd of July, a loud siren blared from my
mobile! I nearly had a heart attack! My throat went dry. I
looked at the Responder app and it said, Royal Voluntary
Service needs your help. Can you assist? I panicked and
selected ‘No’ instead of ‘Yes’. Oops! There was no going
back. I was stricken with guilt. What do I do now? Why did I
do that? Thankfully, it appeared that if one volunteer can’t
help at that very moment, the call gets transferred to another
volunteer. Okay, I told myself. Next time, I’ll be ready. It
didn’t take long.
Two days later, I received another siren. This time I selected
‘Yes’ and was given the name and phone number of the
person who had requested the NHS responder for ‘help’. I
phoned and didn’t get any answers. I tried three times as
per the instructions. After the third attempt, I had to report
that the call be transferred to another volunteer. I believe the
call with carry on until a volunteer manages to contact the
person requesting for help. I could see that the call started
at 10 a.m. and I’d only received the siren at 3 p.m. This
meant that the request had been passed on until it reached

New Romney photographer Jim Fraser is passionate
about our love of our dogs, and has been snapping them
from Dymchurch to Dungeness during these strange
times.
The dog walk is a great social and physical exercise, a
very chatty community
“Statues and plinths are in the news a lot these days.
They’re on plinths so we look up to them. But our lovely
dogs need looking up to as well. When I take pictures of
dogs I always try to take the picture from their eye level,
not looking down at them.”
“That perspective gives our dogs a statuesque nobility,
which is sometimes lost to us when we’re picking up
their poo on a daily walk along the local seafront!
I try and get as low down as possible because that
makes the background much more out of focus. Getting
up afterwards - that”s the challenge.” James, told The
Looker
We Like his work and thought you might like to see some
more of his pictures so can recommend his website
Website is jamesmfraser.co.uk
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/james.fraser.714

Firmager Funeral Service
“A friendly voice at a difficult time”
• 24hour service
• Prepaid funeral plans
• Home Visits
• Eco Funerals available
• Private Chapels of Rest
• Monumental Mason

Owen House,Fairfield Road,
New Romney,Kent, TN28 8HS
We are located on thesite of Romney Glass.
Plenty of parkingavailable.

To speakto Helen and Ashley
Telephone: 01797369277
firmagerfuneralservice@funeralpartners.co.uk
www.firmagerfuneralservice.co.uk
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It’s a ‘Dog’s Life’ and Jim
captures it all on film

ROSE GAS & NOVAGAS
Service & satisfaction above expectation!
I f y o u h a v e a B u l k L P G Ta n k but are not yet
a valued customer of ours –
isn’t it time you switched supplier?
If your existing contract has -or is about to expire,
contact us for a no obligation quote
and survey before winter starts.

Call 01233 733130 for Kent
or 01825 732655 in Sussex

We do all the work for you without charge –
domestic users will even keep their tank.
bulkgas@novagas.co.uk
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Your Letters
Dear David.
This is a similar letter to last year,
sadly the terrible smell has yet again
reappeared at the height of the holiday
season.
People have endured several months
of a quite draconian lockdown and yet
as soon as we can enjoy the beach in
a heatwave this stink agains reoccurs.
I must stress this is not a 'normal'
agricultural smell. I was born and bred
in the country from a farming family
and this stink is beyond the bounds of
acceptability.
What is this farmer is putting on his
land that results in such an obnoxious
smell that is ruining peoples' holidays
and possibly has detrimental health
implications?
Why is it not possible for this pollution
to be addressed?
Can the Council take some effective
action?
With thanks,
Nose-pegged Marsh resident
Dear David
Following on from the Virtual Country
Fayre held on Saturday, please could
you find room in The Looker to print
my letter of thanking the people of
New Romney who got involved and
helped to make this rather unusual
event a great success.
Many thanks
Frances Wire
Dear Looker

From their actions so far, it seems that
they are more interested in putting their
energies in pandering to minority
pressure groups such as the veganism,
LGBT and Black Live Matter movements
rather than the interests of the vast
majority of Hythe residents.
The fact that since shops have
reopened, no queues have formed due
to social distancing outside these shops
which could cause disruption to traffic at
the west end of the High Street,
undermines the reasons for the above
mentioned parking restrictions which
now need to be removed asap for the
benefit of the traders and the residents
of the town.
Alan Ewart-James 01/08/20

Dear Looker,
Please don’t abuse our corner shops!
Our corner shops have kept us going
throughout this Covid 19 pandemic –
they have been open, and provided all
our necessities, including items we were
unable to get elsewhere, and have been
there for us for months.
Now, at last, the government has
realised the sense of wearing masks in
enclosed spaces, and even made it
unlawful not to do so without good
reason.
So how dare we walk into our local
shops without a mask – what a way to
repay those who have supported us
over the months. I’ve seen it happen
frequently and heard of more such
breaches of considerate behavior and
abuse of their good nature, let alone
breaking the law.

What a way to treat those who have
The article headed “Confusion over High stood by us all!
Street parking” in the 15th July edition of I’m not sure those serving in these
The Looker highlights the hypocrisy of
shops want to accost those who don’t
the Green Party and their fellow traveller care – perhaps it is up to the rest of us
Councillors with whom they now sit on
to stand up for them. Just because they
the Hythe Town Council.
are not part of a large company with

staff at hand to remind us to wear masks
is no reason to take advantage.
I’ve also seen patients at William Harvey
hospital not wearing masks in the
waiting areas. Unless the hospital now
has staff walking round to remind
people, Ashford will continue to be a
hotspot!
Today I saw a man come into the local
garage not wearing a mask, and I’ve
seen it at a takeaway coffee shop, and
apparently Costas is letting takeaway
customers in without them.
Gillian Bond, Hythe

Dear David,
Wanted to say you’re doing a cracking
job of eloquently educating and
disseminating the issues around
prejudice and racism in both the editors
letter and your story on Kent’s migrant
coastlines in this (July) issue.
As a fellow UCL educated journalist your writing stands for everything
reporting is about - awareness,
information and direction towards
arguments we might not see.
Don’t ever stop- it’s bloody invigorating :)
Best
Lucy Edwards
(Folkestone )

Dear Looker,
My family and I wish to thank
everyone for their letters, cards and
donations, which on her wish,will go to
Old Romney Church, you kindly sent
to us on the death of my twin sister
They were a great comfort, and a
huge help seeing us through this very
sad time
God Bless you all
Ann Lange

They were elected on a platform of
bringing in more transparency and
openness to Council decisions and
here they have imposed parking
restrictions on the High Street with
zero consultations with the general
public and only scant consultations
with some of the traders. In fact
some traders told be that they only
found out in advance about these
proposed changes from reading
postings on Facebook.

supplying them with a
loaned set of litter
By Eric Brown picking equipment. In
exchange all we ask
Each month David, editor of The Looker Editor, invites me for in return are some
posts on our
to talk about rubbish, because as he says, I’m good at
Facebook page.
talking rubbish. I’m not sure if that’s a compliment or a
fact, but nevertheless here I am again. It can’t be that bad,
By posting their
or rubbish, as he keeps on inviting me back and always
efforts this lets other
places my article at the rear, apparently, as he says,
members or followers
“saving the best to last...”
know the locations
being attended to,
At Alcoholics Anonymous meetings, people are
and raises awareness
of
encouraged to share their personal experiences, strength
problem areas and
and aspirations with one another, in the hope that they
inspires people to join us.
may help solve their common problem. With this in mind,
I’m putting in writing that my addiction is litter picking.
We also record the number of full bags of litter collected
There, I’ve said it, I’ve come out of the closet, I have a
and add these totals to our monthly bag count, - it’s that
very addictive pastime.
simple.
But unlike the AA meeting, I’m encouraging people to
Full details can be found on our website
become addicted to picking up other people’s litter, better
still to encourage people not to drop it in the first place, but [www.litterpickingwatch.weebly.com] along with other very
useful information and resources such as how to report flythat’s another story. I’m also not concerned about
remaining anonymous as I want to inspire others to join in tipping, overflowing bins, health and safety
recommendations and lots more. Please take a look and if
and raise awareness about the harm that litter causes in
you haven’t already, why not join us in our campaign
our environment, which I’ve written about in my past
against littering.
articles.
Whether you believe the above is a load of rubbish or very
The life-changing pandemic which has stopped us all in
useful information, I’ll leave that up to you to decide, but if
our tracks, forced us to re-assess life and take stock of
what we do and don’t want has made one thing very clear you do pick up a litter picker, you’ll soon be hooked, it’s not
a bad addiction to have so embrace it and keep picking.
to me - that people certainly don’t want to take a stroll or
drive down a littered lane or pathway.
If you’ve missed any of our past Looker articles and want
to catch up, why not take a look at our website where you
The fact that there has been a flurry of new members
joining our Litter Picking Group is a real gauge that people can find them all in full.
have a new agenda on the Romney Marsh. Many of these https://litterpickingwatch.weebly.com/the-lookernew members have taken advantage of our offer of
articles.html

Talking Rubbish

Results of Sandgate
Lockdown Photographic
Competition 2020
Back in May, the Sandgate Society announced a Lockdown photographic
competition 2020 to record for posterity the village through these these
strange times.
The criteria for photographs was simple and could include rainbows in
windows, deserted streets, closed shops, social distance street parties,
people singing from balconies, Thursday night applause for NHS works or
any other subject which captures the moment.
The photographs are in, the village has judged and thers are three
magnificent winners.
1st place goes to Joe Bleach – rainbow through bars
2nd place goes to Lindsay Satchell – a lone cyclist
3rd place goes to Annie Bamford – keep smiling Sandgate

Furthermore they were also elected
on a platform to stop the building of
the swimming pool on Princes’
Parade which they have so far
singularly failed to do, and also to
stop the development of Otterpool
New Town on which they now appear
to have undertaken a volte-face and
are in support of this development.
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Many thanks

Hythe Triangle New Trustees New Energy

“There she
goes!” – twelve
times around
Folkestone
Harbour…

Looker. “I went for a swim afterwards

by Andrew South
BAFTA-winning actress and
Folkestone resident Jessica Hynes
certainly went that extra mile
recently to help the Folkestone
Community Hub – four miles to be
exact.
The star of popular series such as
2012, W1A, Years and Years and most
recently, There She Goes - the heartwarming but at times brutally honest
depiction of a family with a severely
learning-disabled daughter – waded in
to help the community by swimming
four miles – or 12 laps – around
Folkestone Harbour.
“I was in the water for four hours,”
Jessica told The Looker. “David, the
coastguard watched me the whole time
to ensure I did the right distance. I had
intended to swim from the Hythe
Imperial to Sunny Sands, but David
was concerned about the weather, the
current and the waves, so the Harbour
seemed to be the safer option…”
Jessica undertook the challenge to
raise funds for two worthy causes –
the Folkestone Community Hub where
she had volunteered, and Green
Kordofan, a charity which champions
sport and personal development for
displaced children forced to flee civil
war in Sudan, established by its director
Raga Gibreel in Folkestone.
“I met Raga through a mutual friend,
and we were having a walk one day
and we were feeling sad because that
friend had died,” Jessica told The

and I decided to do a sponsored swim
to raise funds for Green Kordofan and
the Folkestone Covid Hub. I plucked a
figure out of the air and came up with
four miles, not really knowing how far
that would be!
“I had volunteered at the Folkestone
Covid Hub for a month at the start of
the lockdown, and saw for myself how
committed these great people were,
doing really good, important work for
the community.”
As far away from Folkestone Harbour
as one could imagine - physically,
economically and culturally -, are the
Nuba Mountains in the South Kordofan
region of South Sudan, where
thousands of people have been forced
to flee the civil war and are now living in
refugee camps.
“I had been inspired by the 2012
Olympics in London, and saw how
powerful sport could be in bringing
people together and breaking down
barriers,” Raga told me. “Sport is a
great way to connect people with their
past, their heritage, and in a peaceful
way.

“I learned from organisations such as
International Day of Peace [a United
Nations project] and Peace One Day.
And now we are working in the Yida
Refugee Camp where more than
46,000 people live in the most
challenging conditions, half of which
are aged from five to 17. We’ve
engaged with people on the ground
and developed connections, in the
knowledge that sport inspires a culture
of peace and teamwork, boosts selfesteem as well as physical and mental
health.”
Green Kordofan, which now has five
staff and 40 volunteers at Yida, has
been able to run a girls’ volleyball team,
38 boys and girls’ football teams and
provide children with support around
issues such as HIV, social equity and
conflict resolution – which sound like
much more positive things to do than
kill your fellow man.
Of course, Jessica’s swim will now go
down in the history of Folkestone’s
sporting folklore, but she did admit that
she needed a little encouragement…
“I was kept alive and energised by
regular supplies of jelly beans and KitKats, which I found very easy to eat in
the water. Apparently, Channel
swimmers have to train to eat in the
water, but I found that eating Kit-Kats
was second nature to me – who knew?!
“It was a lovely event, and we were so
grateful to everyone who came along
and supported us, but it was also a way
of reminding myself about what really is
important now, which is just to take care
of each other…”
Wise words indeed.

At the time of writing, Jessica’s
JustGiving sites have raised more than
Originally a journalist and having
£2,100 for Green Kordofan (target
studied Science & Technology at Sudan £1,500) and £1,135 for the Folkestone
and Reading Universities, she had
Community Hub (target £800), and you
established some important and useful can still donate to these excellent
connections.
causes by searching for Jessica Hynes
at www.justgiving.com.

Funding awarded to get
the inactive active

will be among the activities offered. Going for walks with
people who have not been outside their own homes for
months is also part of the plan to boost health and well-being.
By Jan Holben Councillor Jenny Hollingsbee, FHDC Cabinet member for
Communities said; “This funding is very welcome. We know
Since March the three community hubs which were set up to
that many of our residents, who have had to self-isolate, are
support the many people and families who were shielding as
anxious about going out again and are at risk of feeling cut of
well as those people who for various were unable to access
from their local communities. Something as simple as a visit
their medications or food deliveries, have been working fullon, taking thousands of calls from residents who needed help to someone alone at home can make such a huge difference.
Helping those who have become immobile in their homes and
or support.
As calls to the community hubs for support are reducing, and supporting with socially distanced walks will assist hugely in
building confidence and increasing mobility.”
the volunteers themselves return to their own workplace –
funding recently awarded by the National Lottery funding from Tim Hollingsworth, Sport England’s Chief Executive, said:
Sport England’s Tackling Inequalities Fund of £17,015 will be ”We are proud to be able to provide funding and support to
the Folkestone, Hythe and Romney Marsh community hubs in
used to tackle inactivity as a result of the impact of the virus.
this difficult period. This funding will help support our valuable
The new funding will allow the partner organisations to offer
community infrastructure that is so important in keeping the
free activities for various ages with the aim of rebuilding
nation active and will also provide important connections and
confidence in leaving home, reducing loneliness and
re-connections for people whose lives have been affected by
improving the mobility of those who have been self-isolating.
Covid-19 and for whom remaining active is so important for
Activities such as seated exercises in the park as well as
their physical, mental and social well-being.
putting on football and sports sessions for young age groups
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starting with Dymchurch Fire
Station where Paul was Sub
Officer, he’s been
Readers Write......
instrumental in purchasing a
corresponder car marked in
the green and yellow of
By Bridget Fawkes ambulance services. The
Airport provided the vehicle,
the staff and made a financial
Chief Fire Officer at Lydd
Airport, Paul Fisher retired on input to the equipment.
July 17 after 32 years, joining
He has worked tirelessly to
the airport fire crew in 1988,
ensure all staff, not just fireaged 27, the lease was then
fighters, got all possible
held by a member of the
training, especially working
Rothschild family.
with all emergency services
even including district nurses
for walking wounded, at
staged exercises at the
Airport, always preparing for a
real incident.

Paul Hangs
Up His
Helmet

The fire crew as a team built
the new fire section at the
airport, converting a disused
hanger, it includes facilities for
all emergency services
enabling them to work as a
team in case of an incident.
He was a retained fire fighter Something they can all be
in Dymchurch, the CFO at the proud of. He has been
airport was Ken Bailey, it’s fire responsible for upgrading the
airport with CAA approval to
crew were based in an old
building at the eastern end of take category six flights, a
very active member of the
the runway, He took his
Kent Resilience Forum,
firefighting skills to his new
including working with County
post along with those of a
and District Councils,
successfully apprenticed
recruiting staff, bringing new
motor mechanic. He has
seen many changes, and has businesses to the airport
increasing hangarage and
become known as the ‘go to
person’ at the airport. He was purchasing fire appliances.
responsible for ensuring the
Airport met Heath and Safety Jonathan Gordon of Lydd
Airport said:“Paul Fisher has
standards following Covid.
been with Lydd airport as long
His responsibilities, which he as I have going back 20 odd
years. We have seen good
takes very seriously, have
times and bad times together.
increased to no longer just
airside safety. He’s had
In all of that time I have found
incidents involving aircraft in
difficulty, even fatality, but that Paul to be a most capable
manager, someone who is
is what he and the crew
very loyal to all his staff, his
constantly trained to deal
integrity is beyond reproach.
with.
For all of those reasons I was
very sorry to see Paul go to
During his years as CFO at
the Airport probably the most retirement but very pleased
important improvement for the that he has decided to stay on
part time as a consultant.
local community, was fire
We will welcome all of his
fighting training with South
valued input. I and all of my
East Coastal Ambulance
colleagues at Lydd Airport
Service as medical
wish Paul the very best in his
corresponders, this went live
retirement.”
in June 2004, they were
called to assist in medical
emergencies until paramedics Paul’s memories include the
arrived. Residents making a filming of Silent Witness, with
Hannah Gordon, an hour
999 call often had Lydd
long episode, in pouring rain,
Airport corresponders
provided by fire section,
attending, trained uniformed
personnel can have a calming filming of Pearl Harbour,
affect on those waiting for the starring Ben Affleck using
ambulance. A year later Kent Lydd Airport, with Spitfires
and Hurricanes marked up as
Fire and Rescue Service
USA aircraft, the popular air
started providing the
shows, and last year’s rave.
corresponding service,

by Jan Holben
This small green area was falling into neglect with seemingly
little interest or idea of what this lovely area could be used for.
Earlier this year a team of eager volunteers got stuck in, and
despite the cold winter weather, they started to clear away the
brambles and weeds. Then in early March Covid-19 came
along and at least for a while, arrangements for formal ground
clearance get-together had to come to a halt.
The area known as the Hythe Triangle is located on St
Leonards Road in Hythe and was recognised by English
Heritage as a Grade 2 asset in 2012 due to its historical
importance,.which includes having been used in the 1800’s
as an animal pound where stray livestock would be safely
kept until reunited with an owner, and after that it is believed
to have been a watering station most likely used by the
military.
As we settled into Covid conditions volunteer work to clear
the area was able to continue in a socially distanced way –
albeit with key members having to put their focus and
attention for a while on important family or work issues –
especially difficult at this time.
The future of this open land has often been debated with no
clear plan about what it could be used for. In 2014 there was
an attempt by a developer to build housing on the land – with
the plans being refused by the District Council. Following this
the land was purchased by a local resident who wanted to
protect the land as an open space. Then in 2016 this open
space was purchased freehold for £28k using funding from
Kent County Council grants and is now owned by Hythe
Triangle Community Garden, registered charity number
1163141.
However, with not enough Trustees, the existing Trustees
posted a notice in early June this year, initially seeking to
wind up the charity due to difficulty recruiting new Trustees.
The notice read: “At a meeting of the Trustees on June 4th,
2020, the Trustees agreed unanimously to seek consent from
the Charity Commission to wind up (close) the Charity”.
This notice must have inspired local people to come forward
because there was a surge of interest and those interested in
becoming Trustees were invited to submit their names to be
selected to join the Trustee group.
After interviewing eight candidates via Zoom, and including
an independent person on the interview panel to ensure
fairness, the Charity announced the names of the four new
Trustees; Alyson Ward, Crispin Davies, Julie Abbott and Terry
Ellames . These additional Trustees joined Andy Maguire and
Ashley Tanton.
The Trustees had their first meeting on August 1st and made a
number of decisions fundamental to the future of the Hythe
Triangle project. They will now work on a community
engagement strategy as well as funding sources. Running a
charitable trust with an incomplete board of Trustees is far
from easy, the two original Trustees should be congratulated
on doing their very best to keep things running, however their
determination to try one last time to recruit new Trustees has
paid dividends. The new Trustee group hope very much that
they can continue to rely on community support and interest
going forward as they work together with local people to
make this into an area which residents can enjoy through the
years.
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Pelham House

Two running races
confirmed for Folkestone
in September
It’s time to dust of your running shoes, and hope that all
that lockdown training can bag you a personal best!

G. NEWING

Electrical Contractors Ltd.
58 Queens Road • Littlestone
New Romney • Kent • TN28 8LY

care home

CARE STAFF
SAY
‘SAVE US’
The Home has four weeks to ensure its survival
after being hit by the coronavirus.
Supporters, friends and families are
behind a unique crowd-funding effort
Please go to

:

www.crowdfunder.co.uk/pelhamhousecarehome

Home Phone 01797 361988
Mobile Phone 07768 072065

Two hugely popular races have been announced back on
the running calendar for this September, the popular
Folkestone Coastal 10K scheduled for 6th September and
the Folkestone Rotary Half Marathon, also scheduled for
27th September are expected to return following the
coronavirus outbreak.

Domestic and commercial installations
Free Estimates • Solar PV installations
Fire alarm, emergency lighting
and security lighting
With over 25 years experience
MCS Approved Installer
NICEC Approved Contractor
Part P Registered Contractor
Trust mark and Real Registered

Race Director of both races Ray Johnson, told The
Looker: “Thank you for bearing with us whilst we waited
for a further update from England Athletics. We have now
received new guidance on how we can enable the
races to proceed and we are working through everything
to ensure we are able to comply, and will update you
once again upon authorisation from the relevant
authorities. The Covid-19 crisis has been and remains
challenging for all and naturally the safety for all
participants, our many volunteers and spectators are
essential so we are doing everything we can to get the
races together. I have been overwhelmed by positive
comments and support which is most appreciated. We
are working hard with our race partners Nice Work to
assist us with following the advice issued by England
Athletics and the Government.”
You can find further details via the respective websites:
https://folkestonecoastal10k.co.uk/
https://www.nice-work.org.uk/races/folkestone-coastal-10k
http://www.folkestonerotary.org/half-marathon
https://www.nice-work.org.uk/races/folkestoneHalf

www.pelhamcarehome.co.uk
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Keeping patients and
staff safe in our hospitals
East Kent Hospitals has today confirmed the results of its
programme to rapidly test 9,000 members of staff for Covid19 over five days last week.
The results show 15 Trust staff tested positive and are
isolating in line with national guidance.

their hands, maintain social distancing where they can and
following the instructions in the hospitals”
As we re-open some hospital services that were suspended
while the NHS responded to the peak of the Covid-19
pandemic, to continue to protect patients, their experience of
attending the hospital will be very different.
Everyone has their temperature checked before they enter
and if you have a high temperature we may ask you to return
home and rearrange your appointment.

There are also hand washing facilities at the entrances,
Chief Medical Officer Dr Rebecca Martin said: “We know that sanitising wipes and everyone entering must wear a face
while many people experience mild – or even no – symptoms covering.
of Covid-19, they have the potential to carry and pass on the
Staff will be wearing surgical masks, we have made some
virus without knowing it
areas “one-way”, we’re also asking people to walk on the left
“Testing staff means we can be sure no member of staff who in corridors, and to restrict the numbers of people in lifts and
may be carrying the virus without knowing it is working in our office areas.
hospitals.”
We are continuing to carry out many of our outpatient
appointments by video or telephone, to reduce the numbers
This is part of an on-going package of measures to
of people in the hospital and allow for social distancing.
keep patients, staff and the wider community safe and
minimise the risk of transmission within hospital.
People who need to attend for urgent or emergency care will
be assessed before they enter the hospital, with different
Dr Martin added: added “It is important that our patients and areas for people who are suspected to be suffering from
staff to have confidence that we are doing all we can to keep Covid-19.
them, and those close to them, safe while they are in our care
There are also separate areas throughout the hospital for
whether they are being treated for Covid-19 or using other
Covid-19 patients and non Covid-19 patients, so that patients
hospital services.
with coronavirus are nursed separately and by staff wearing
personal protective equipment.
“This included limiting the number of people on site, having a
strict “front door” policy including taking temperature checks
All patients – no matter what they are being treated for or
before people enter the hospitals, providing face masks for
whether they have symptoms – are tested for coronavirus
those entering and hand cleansing facilities, and testing
regularly during their stay with us, and people coming in for
asymptomatic patients regularly whilst they are in hospital.
planned procedures are asked to self-isolate at home for 14
days.
“It is important that patients invited for appointments and
procedures continue to attend.
Daily infection prevention and control staff briefings
on our wards and matrons carrying out daily
observation ward rounds ensure all members of staff
“Patients can help minimise transmission of Covid-19 by
observe the principles of best practice.
following the advice to wear a face covering, regularly clean

Churches Round-up

Food Banks.

Not much has changed in the last fortnight, regarding public
worship. Some churches on the Marsh, including All Saints
at Lydd and New Romney St Nicholas, are open for
worship on Sundays at 10.30am. The same Covid related
rules apply, to these services, and you need to book a place.

These continue to run as normal.

St Dunstan’s at Snargate opened for worship, on Sunday,
August 9th and thereafter on 2nd and 4th Sundays at 9am, for
modified Holy Communion service (wafer only) So the next
service will be on Sunday, August 23rd. No need to book a
place, Snargate church can cope with the regular numbers.
All covid precautions have been set in place.

New Romney, at Community church, on Tuesdays at 5.307pm. If you are struggling to feed your family, contact above
number, and you will be given a voucher to obtain enough
food for 3 days.
Any donations can be brought to the church, just before the
session, or any weekday morning. Just ring the doorbell, so
the secretary knows you are there.

Fayre Game for Rotary Club

The members of the Rotary Club of Romney Marsh led by
this year’s President Barbara Gold were ready and willing to
once again welcome the good people of the Marsh and
beyond to our usual plot in the corner of St. Martin’s Field
where we run the coconut shy as part of the Country Fayre.
Having in recent years suffered from torrential rain, gale
force winds and (once) sunburn, we wondered what 2020
would throw at us and now of course we know, Covid-19, a
phenomenon that has stopped the world in its tracks and
affected everybody’s life in one way or another.

MILLENNIUM NIGHT 2000
(Littlestone Beach)
In a windless coastal curve we stood
On the beach at Romney Bay
With giant candles in our hands
Waiting to herald a special day
Close to Midnight was the hour
Mist around us swirled
Helium balloons flew high aloft
Their ribbons round us curled
The Champagne cork was gently eased
Glasses poised in easy reach
Mysterious silence deepened now
To those scattered on the beach
Breathing in the stillness
Soft silence waiting The Millennium Hour
Distant lights traced the horizon
From Dover Cliffs to Dungeness power

Undaunted, we thought we would show up anyway to be
part of the virtual event organised by the Fayre Committee
and so here we are ready to go, we had coconuts, we had
balls, all we needed was some punters to make our day
complete but this wretched virus left us socially distanced
between the general public and ourselves. The Club
remains active and very much ‘Open For Business’ and will
continue to do all we can to support local charities and
those in need in our local community. For a bit more
information about the club and to keep up to date with what
we are doing, take a look at our website
www.romneymarshrotary.co.uk
or follow us on our Facebook page.

Then, suddenly, it was over
The year of ninety-nine
2000 then leapt forward
And all began to shine
The Champagne cork flew in the sky
Balloons begged their release
We filled our glasses, raised them high
In our circle of light on the beach
And at that precious moment
Love burst and raced across the sky
A coloured myriad of joy
Was shared by you and I
Fireworks leapt and swirled and showered
Collective wishes running wild
And the most amazing thing that night
United in thought…the whole world Smiled
www.patriciairvine.co.uk
Author of: ‘In Light and In Shade’

Lydd, Hardy Hall, Fridays, 6.30pm-7.30pm. Again, if you are
struggling to feed your family, ring 01797 320345 and you will
Many other churches are open occasionally for private prayer, be given a voucher. If you have donations, they can be
brought to Hardy Hall just before the session.
see the lists outside you own church.

Romney Marsh Community Church.

Church chuckle.

Because of the restrictions and limitations, the leadership,
still feel that the service would be so far removed from
normal, that they will continue with on line service for the
foreseeable future. The online service involved many of the
members taking part in prayers, readings, children’s section,
introduction, talks, final blessing and other input. These have
been well received, with many listening via the links. The
church office is open during weekday mornings. So if you
have any needs or worries, the church will always be willing
to help. Ring 01797 366855.

A church had a new PA system install. They found to their
chagrin that they sometimes picked up the local taxi service.
After prayers one Sunday morning, there was a crackle, and
then a voice boomed out, “Ok, understood, will deal with your
request”
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Wit and Wisdom.
You will never know how strong you are, until being strong is
the only option you’ve got.
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More Police on the beat….

With limited viewings there wasn't big queues, besides
this was a 4:50 showing on a bright sunny Monday. The
cinema operated a one way system with obligatory
hand sanitiser and while the staff were all wearing face
masks customers at the moment don't have to wear
them. I counted 8 people in the cinema so safety and
overcrowding were definitely not an issue. So seated
comfortably with at least a 20 metre social distancing in
place we settled in for the film.

Number of Kent Police officers now exceeds
2010 levels
Kent Police now boasts 3,800 police officers – surpassing its
strength from March 2010.
Thanks to investment raised by the Police and Crime
Commissioner Matthew Scott, plus the first local recruits of
the Government’s 20,000 uplift campaign, figures published
today by the Home Office show Kent Police had 3,780 fulltime equivalent officers at the end of March 2020.

By Vince Shell

And with recruitment continuing throughout the Covid-19
pandemic, Kent’s own internal figures show officer numbers
reached 3,800 at the end of June.
A delighted Mr Scott said: ‘Kent Police has 618 more full-time
officers than when I came into office in spring 2016. That is a
fantastic achievement and I pay credit to the Chief Constable
and his team for delivering that. I have attended two Passing
Out Parades in July and it is always a pleasure to witness the
next generation of
officers begin the
next stage of their
careers with Kent
Police.’
Mr Scott added: ‘I
also want to thank
the people of Kent
and Medway who,
through their council
tax, have funded

Budgeting Tips
Or how to make ypur pennies work harder

Mindful Spending
Recently there has been a movement called mindfulness, to
try to get us to think more deeply about our lives, and make
more measured decisions. It is truly needed, because in many
ways, control of our lives is being stripped away from us. The
glaring example, of course, is all the restrictions imposed by
the Covid 19 crisis. But they are simple and benign compared
with the all the advertising and media influences that are
coercing us into their mould.
During the lockdown, shops asked us to use contactless
payments. I found it tedious, because I like to keep careful
track of my spending, which meant collecting all the slips of
paper, and checking them down when you got home. We
bank on line, but then some of them don’t appear in your
account until the next day or two, so you are still not “up to
date” The world tells us it is easier. It is only easier if you don’t
bother to keep track of spending, which means that you are
more likely to get into debt, which always costs you money!
And makes money for the banks.
So I’ve gone back to cash for ordinary everyday stuff. There
are many influences, trying to take spending out of our
control. There are adverts for web sites that will automatically
change our fuel supplies to the cheapest one. That is a recipe
for chaos, and people will have no idea, who they are with,
and be bemused by constant changes. We don’t know
whether we are on the cheapest possible fuel price, but we
know that our firm has a good reputation, has simple
paperwork, and you always talk to a human being when you
have occasion to contact them. We always advised our
children to keep life simple, happier in the long run , than
always changing things, and getting involved with so many
different schemes, that your affairs are in chaos. Not worth it
save 78p a week!

IT Chapters 1 & 2 - Cert 15:
these new police officers. Residents told me they wanted
more police in their communities and we are now seeing them
coming through in significant numbers.
‘Importantly, as we saw from the crime statistics published last
week, they are having an impact on crime levels. The things
that I know really concern people like burglary and knife crime
are down. With more recruits on the way, and by investing
more in crime prevention too, I hope to see that positive trend
continue.’
Kent Police continues to recruit additional Police Constables,
PCSOs and support staff. Visit the Kent Police website for
information on current vacancies and how to apply.

Amazon prime advertises accessing their website while doing
other things. If you are struggling with finance, I would
suggest that your whole mind is on every penny you spend.
Do not buy anything while out walking the dog, sitting on the
beach or pretending to be interested in a conference call!!
One disadvantage to the digital shopping revolution is that it is
too easy to spend money! When you had to go out and visit a
shop to buy things, it was easier to be disciplined, and make a
“mindful” decision.
For those who wish to domineer others, there are two ways of
doing it for those in charge. One is to be rigid, and insist that
nothing must ever change. The other is to introduce so many
changes, that people are punch drunk with changes, and don’t
know whether they are coming or going. Both ways ensure
domination. So the modern world, is keen to dominate us, and
one wonders if we will turn into mindless zombies, unable to
think for ourselves. Much of modern technology is taking away
the need to think and plan. Altering your heating remotely,
driverless cars, kids who give up on learning anything,
because they can “google” anything they want to know. Not
good for us as human beings, and takes away our ability to
cope with the ups and downs of life, and general mental
stamina.
Kids cannot imagine how we managed without mobile
phones. You planned your life, let your loved ones know what
you are doing, and left a note on kitchen table if plans
changed. Worked perfectly well!! In emergencies, you sent a
telegram, or in extremis, the police would go around to
someone’s house for you.
So back to our original point, make sure every penny you
spend is a measured, mindful decision, not coersion from
the world around us, the image industry, or the banks. Debt is
respectable and acceptable these days, but is at the root of
most of the unhappiness in our land. Sometimes unavoidable,
but always keep it to a minimum if you can. Counselling
organisations say that debt and money worries are number
one cause of relationship breakup, and often mental health
problems.
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When your partner has a disliking of clowns and
balloons then IT is a film that maybe you should avoid.
I saw the original at the Canterbury Odeon with my
partner and sister, and to add to the fear factor, the
Odeon kindly added a clown in the foyer and a red
balloon in front of the screen, note to self don't wind up
an already wound up partner as it could result in a few
punches heading your way. For those of you who didn't
see the original and fancy a double billing it is
definitely worth a watch.
Based on the Stephen King novel of the same name
and set in Derry, Maine. IT tells the story of seven
misfits who are terrorised by a shape shifting clown
called Pennywise. The 'losers club' as they call
themselves are drawn together to battle the clown who
feeds on the groups personal fears and demons.
Amongst the personal tragedies and guilt (One of the
'losers' Bill loses his younger brother George to
Pennywise) the group come together to battle and
defeat Pennywise, or so we think because we know
there is a chapter 2 coming.
Chapter 2 picks up the
story 27 years later
when Pennywise
returns and Mike (the
only member of the
losers club to have
remained in Derry) calls
the others back to face
Pennywise and their
pasts. Carrying the
scars and memories of
their past encounter, it
proves too much for
one member of the
group, the remaining
members of the group
return to Derry for the
battle. Pennywise is stronger and he has more fears to
feast on this time around.
This is a typical Stephen King horror full of suspense
and jumps aplenty and Pennywise (played by Bill
Skarsgard) is a genuinely scary adversary. If you don't
like clowns be warned you may never go to a circus
again. Despite this primarily being a horror it is also a
story of friendship and the innocence of youth.
If you can manage it watch both together, even if you
have already seen the original you may want a
refresher.
After a five-month stay-at-home-cation Cineworld has
opened its doors with a few new features and a number
of old classics. Checking the films on show, we
decided on a new feature Unhinged so off to Dover Mrs
Shell and I went clutching our masks.

A film called Unhinged
and starring Russell
Crowe could be a film
about the aforementioned
actors life, but no, this is
a
psychological cat and
mouse thriller about road
rage. Think Spielberg's
1972 classic 'Duel'
starring Dennis Weaver
or the 1986 horror 'The Hitcher' starring Rutger Hauer
and C. Thomas Howell. Unhinged follows Rachel who is
having a bad day due to her impending divorce,
oversleeping, losing her biggest client (Rachel is a
hairdresser) and being late for taking her son Kyle to
school. Rachel then encounters a truck sitting at a
green light and therefore holding her up further so she
does what any irate motorist would do and lets the
driver have a full blast on her horn. This is however a
very 'unhinged' Russell Crowe who we have already
seen unleashing his full wrath on someone. Crowe
follows Rachel and via her son Kyle informs her of her
misdemeanour and advises her that a less aggressive
blast of the horn would have sufficed and that she
should therefore apologise. Rachel declines and there
then follows a cat and mouse chase as Rachel fights
for the lives of her and her family.
Crowe is plausible in the role and we immediately get
the feeling that he has done this before as he is always
one step ahead of Rachel and clever with it too. This
isn't an original idea, the 1993 film 'Falling Down' with
Michael Douglas told the story first but Crowe brings a
touch of originality to the role as his overweight psycho
with a grudge is very believable and you really want to
know just what has tipped him over the edge. Whereas
Michael Douglas had our sympathies early doors,
Crowe is an out and out psychopath with no sympathy
whatsoever.
Unhinged was an enjoyable first film back and a
reassurance that the cinemas can still offer safe
viewing.
The Nightingale - Cert 18
There is a little gem currently on
Netflix called 'The Nightingale'
Clare is an Irish convict in
Tasmania with a husband and
baby but when her family are
murdered she sets off for
revenge. Recruiting the services
of 'Boy' an aboriginal tracker
called Billy.The relationship
between the two is fraught from
the beginning Clare sees Boy as a
black and lowest of the low and
Billy sees Clare as the same England that took his
country. This isn't just a film of revenge but a story of
prejudices and the realisation that underneath the skin
we have many similarities. The scenery is beautiful
whereas the story carries a sense of impending doom
throughout.
Definitely worth a view.
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Egerton attacked from the first over and knocked off the
runs with nine wickets to spare in 25 overs. Daxesh Patel
took the only wicket for 41 runs off his nine overs.

SPORTS NEWS
CRICKET

Marsh Memories

Lydd v Kingsnorth

The New Romney Sheep Fair

Lydd 220-9, Kingsnorth 243-6. Kingsnorth won by 23
runs.

by Alice Caister (Ashdown)

A feature of this friendly match was a century from Lydd’s
Stephen Fletcher. Kingsnorth won the toss and elected to
bat and made 243-6 off their 40 overs. Alec Lindsey with 222 was the most successful Lydd bowler.
When the home side batted, only Stephen Fletcher and
Ben Ireland offered any resistance. Stephen made exactly
100 not out, hitting 13 fours and 3 sixes and Ben scored 41
before being run out chasing the target.

Pit, pit, patter of hundreds of sheep,
Their bleating and baaing awakes folk from sleep.
Smell of dung on the crisp morning air,
Repugnant, not really, it’s Romney Sheep Fair,
Drovers swearing as sheep go astray,
Tumbling from trucks on the permanent way,
Up the Avenue, along George Lane,
Into the field for the Fair once again.
Alice was born in Wales in 1905, the eldest of nine children,
and soon afterwards, the family moved to Fairfield Road in
New Romney. She was a member of the local Methodist
Church and also a Sunday School Teacher. Whilst some of her
other brothers and sisters ran around playing, and sometimes
getting up to a bit of mischief, Alice preferred reading books
and writing. She married Ron and served in the WRVS during
the Second World War. They were both members of the
Romney Contrasts Drama Group in the 1950s, and for some
years they lived near the Prince of Wales pub in Fairfield Road.
Alice could remember the Sheep Fair that was held in the town
every August opposite their house, where the Primary School
is today, and she composed this poem about it.

The Inn door is open, the ale flowing fast,
Ham, bread, cheese, pickle, these make a good repast,
Auctioneers call the farmers to bid,
Fur tegs, ewes or wethers, the Romney Marsh breed,
“Come, come all ye yeomen, who’ll take the lead,
I’m bid . . . I’m bid . . .”, and so it goes on,
‘Til Fair Day is over and the sheep have all gone.
There is sudden commotion out in the lane,
The gypsies are galloping their horses again,
Great excitement for surely there’ll be,
Sport from the gypsies out on the spree.
Close the gate quickly, it looks like a fight,
But no, the local policeman puts them to flight.
The melee is over, the folk have all gone,
It seems quiet and lonely now the hub-hub is done,
The sheep pens are empty, the field looks forlorn,
Tomorrow the wagon will creep on its way,
Collecting the hurdles for next Romney Fair Day.

Behind the old barn where the white owl is sleeping,
A rickety wagon is groaning and creaking,
Laden with hurdles to pen in the sheep,
Fair Day is dawning as shepherd and flock,
Take to the lanes and the broader highway,

Many years have gone by, the field is no more,
There now stands a school with scholars galore,
Lorries and cars in the busy highway,
Laughter, glad voices of children at play,
And sounds of their hurrying, scurrying feet,
While out on the marshland at the close of the day,
Comes faintly, the plaintive bleating of sheep.
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Lydd v New Romney

FOOTBALL

Lydd 220-7, New Romney 221-0. New Romney won by
10 wickets.
At long last the local cricket season started at the end of
July with a derby match between Lydd and New Romney.
Lydd batted first and made 220-7 off their 40 overs. Adam
Watts top-scored with 93 and Dan Anderson made a useful
47. For New Romney, Tony Collins, Luke Payton and Gary
Cooper each took a couple of wickets.
The New Romney batsmen then made batting look easy
with the openers scoring the runs needed. Luke Payton
made an unbeaten 141 which included 10 sixes and 12
fours and Spencer Lawrence finished on 61 not out. A
comprehensive win for the visitors!

Egerton v Brookland

Lydd Town, who play in the Southern Counties
League, hope to start the new season on Saturday 5th
September, but this will only happen if supporters are
allowed into grounds. If the League has not had a positive
response from the FA regarding supporter attendance by
22nd August, then iy will be delayed further. The teams in
the First Division with Lydd are Bridon Ropes, Croydon, FC
Elmstead, Forest Hill Park, Greenways, Holmesdale,
Kennington, Kent Football United, Lewisham Borough
(Community), Meridian VP, Rochester United, Rusthall,
Snodland Town, Sporting Club Thamesmead, Stansfeld and
Sutton Athletic.

New Romney, New Romney Reserves
and Lydd Reserves who play in the Kent County
League are still awaiting details of the new season.

Egerton 179-1, Brookland 175 all out. Egerton won by 9
wickets.
The home side won the toss and put the visitors into bat.
Brookland struggled from the beginning but managed to
reach 175 all out after 37 overs with Craig Pierce making
78. None of the other Brookland batsmen reached 20.

Lydd Grasshoppers play in the Ashford &
District Sunday League, and the league are beginning to
take the first steps to a safe return to Sunday morning
football although there has been no official announcement
from the Kent FA as to when the competition can restart.

on Saturday mornings in the Ashford
League at the Sellindge Sports & Social
Club.
“We’re looking for new players in Year 7 or 8
[from September], boys and girls,” says
Amanda Street. “We currently have players
from all over the district, so if anyone knows
a player who is not getting a regular game –
by Andrew South or a player wanting to join their first time,
A local under-13s football team has issued we’d like to hear from them!”
an appeal for new players to join its squad The Club’s coaches are all Football
Association trained and DBS-checked and
for the forthcoming 2020-21 season.
the Social Club at the ground serves, tea,
Sellindge Under-13s Football Club plays
coffee and bacon sandwiches at home

Shout out for
under-13 footie
players in
Sellindge

games – although alternative food and
drinks are available in the warm!
The Club has secured funding for new goals
through a grant from the Football
Association, and new kit, courtesy of Taylor
Wimpey.
“We pay our subs [not the number 12] per
game instead of one big lump sum, but we
just need more players. We train on
Saturday mornings at 11.30,” adds Amanda.
For further information, you can contact the
Club through the Facebook page or contact
Graham Hatcher the coach on 07772
037995.
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Menu
Available
Six Days a
Week
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
12pm-8pm
(Closed
Thursdays)
AUGUST OFFER
50% Discount available
to the maximum value of
£10 per person Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesdays
until 31st August (Food &
Soft Drinks Only).

